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Hi all, just completed a new video of the boys, filmed back in early December 2009.  They
where going round and round the house, So I got a few clips and put this together.

  

The music is called " Mad Robot " by Atomic Cat  from France.  Released on the album called,
" A Call from Hope ".  They do Trance and
Dance style music, pretty good and they have a number of albums.  The album is released
under the Creative
Commons license
.

  

The sound effect is by Heigh-hoo  from the Freesound web site .  I used his MSchFerr  file
(Micheal Schumaker Ferrari) from the 
Japanese Grand Prix pack of sounds
.  It came as a mono sound and I modified it using 
Audacity
for stereo.  I hope I got the sounds in the right direction as I am sure my speakers are the wrong
way around.  This file is also released under the 
Creative Commons license
.

  

I used the new version of Kdenlive  to edit, which changed two minor versions while doing this
clip (from 0.7.5 to 0.7.6 to 0.7.7), and that is why there is a minor discrepancy with the
resolution.  Not a major issue though.  I also used Kdenlive
to do the whole lot.  I can now do titling in 
Kdenlive
and will start experimenting with that more to see how fancy I can make them.

  

The new version of Kdenlive  is pretty good, and has the plugins well organised and easy to
find.  It also now crashes much less, I had it crash only once while doing this clip, and I think
that was version 0.7.6 that did, but I am not really sure in all honesty.

  

Any way, enjoy my two boys riding around the house on their trike's.
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